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At Denver Public Schools Foundation, we believe that our city is strengthened by every student who
graduates ready to lead a successful life. At the DPS Foundation, we invest in accelerating progress, we
connect the community to our classrooms, and we inspire confidence in the promise of public education.
Ashley Dimond is the Director of Strategy at Stonebridge Companies, a hotel ownership, development,
and management company based in Denver. Prior to Stonebridge, Ashley worked at Uber Technologies
launching new markets, developing, and managing the Uber Eats and McDonald’s partnership, and serving
as the Chief of Staff to the head of US and Canada operations. Ashley currently serves on the boards of
Metropolitan State University of Denver Foundation Board and the Young Alumni Council for Cornell’s
School of Hotel Administration. Ashley is a graduate from Cornell University and University of Chicago’s
Booth School of Business. As a Colorado native, Ashley is looking forward to being back in Denver after
10+ years away, exploring the expanding Denver food scene and taking in any Colorado sporting event!
We know that when our students thrive, our city thrives. My Dad always says, “the experiences and
knowledge gained from your education are something that no one can take away from you.” Education
has always been a key value in our household, from my immigrant grandparents to my first-generation
college father. I was afforded the financial and emotional support of my parents and family to focus on
my education, something that has been transformative to the way I approach my personal and
professional life. I want to be on the Denver Public Schools Foundation Board to provide this support to
other kids in our community and eventually help narrow the education inequity gap. Having lived in five
major cities around the US, I realize how important it is to focus on helping those in our backyard first and
creating upward mobility opportunities, locally. I’m incredibly excited and honored to be considered for an
organization that prides itself on the idea that every student should have an opportunity to access the
highest quality of education.

